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Reviewer's report:

General
The article is quite interesting in that its authors describe molecularly targeted therapies for Transplant-related Kaposis sarcoma (KS). Little has been written on the subject of such therapy in transplant patients. For this reason alone, the manuscript is a welcomed addition. The English is non-native and needs a significant rewrite. Perhaps the authors can find a native-English collaborator? I can't list all of the edits/corrections needed since they are too numerous. Below is a partial list. I should add that my comments are minor as I have no major criticisms of this manuscript.

1) Regime in 4 places should be regimen. (Saddam Hussein had a regime; patients take a drug regimen)
2) "Mayor" is a Spanish work, not English work. The authors use it a lot and it should be translated differently based on different context. e.g. mayor drug interaction should be significant drug interaction; mayor toxicity should be severe toxicity; mayor role in KS should be major role in KS.
3) Title "Target Molecule therapy... " should be "Molecularly targeted therapy ..."
4) Abstract "limited information exists of its" should be "limited information exists regarding its..."
"drug use for kidney" should be "drug used for kidney..."
5) page 4: on two occasions: "application" should be "administrations"
6) page 6: "there withdrawal" should be "their withdrawal"
7) page 6: Deleted phrase ", and regression of KS turn apparent". It did not make sense to me.

Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)

Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)

What next?: Accept after minor essential revisions

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No
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